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The innovative VACUUBRAND® VACUU•LAN® Local 
Vacuum Network runs up to three applications from a 
single pump. Not just a smiple manifold, the Mini-Network 
incorporates three chemically-resistant flow-control valves 
wiith integrated check valves to minimize interference and 
cross-contamination. Rather than the typical 100-200mbar 
(75-150Torr) available from central vacuum systems, a 
Mini-Network can deliver vacuum as low as 2mbar (1.5Torr) 
to the applications. Powered by a oil-free VACUUBRAND 
diaphragm pump for quiet reliability, Mini-Networks are a 
modular way to provide distributed vacuum a bench or lab  
at a time. 

With the VACUU•LAN® Mini-Network, you can install three 
VACUU•LAN® ports in a snap! Just attach the assembly to 

the wall or your lab frame, connect the pump with vacuum 
tubing, and you’re ready to go! Individual ports are check-
valve-controlled to minimize interference among applications. 
Ports include manual flow control for continuously variable 
pumping speed adjustment. Coupled with the 100mbar 
ME1 or ME1C pumps, you have an instant filtration 
network. Choose the MZ2C NT for higher flow rate filtration 
applications. For demanding multiple evaporative applications 
VACUUBRAND offers many pump options including the 
7mbar PC101 NT or the 1.5mbar PC201 NT. 

Visit www.brandtech.com to learn more about VACUU•LAN® 
options, and use our convenient Vacuum Pump Selection 
Guide.

Each VACUU•LAN® Mini-Network includes three manual flow control valves.

VACUU•LAN® Mini-Network    
from BrandTech® Scientific

ORDERING INFORMATION Free Air Capacity Ultimate Vacuum Cat. No. 2017 List Price

VACUU•LAN® Mini-Network   2614455 $1,360.00

Suggested Vacuum Supply for Mini-Network

Pump/System

ME1, 100-120V, 50-60Hz, US plug 14lpm 100mbar 721003   $859.00

ME1C, 100-120V, 50-60Hz, US plug 14lpm 100mbar 721103   $1,091.00

MZ2C NT, 100-120V, 50-60Hz, US Plug 38lpm 7mbar 732303 $2,949.00

PC101 NT, 100-120V, 60Hz, US plug 38lpm 7mbar 733003 $3,753.00

PC201 NT, 100-120V, 60Hz, US plug 63lpm 1.5mbar 737003 $6,997.00

ACCESSORIES

Vacuum regulation valve with manometer for ME1 696842   $178.60

Vacuum regulation valve with manometer for ME1C 696843   358.24

CVC 3000 detect Integrated Vacuum Control System (includes solenoid valve),  
100-230V, 50-60Hz, US, CEE, UK, AUS plug 2614120 $3,285.00
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